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.. by the analysis logic and each remaining cell in the field was analyzed according to the techniques described below.
The computer then automatically stepped the microscope stage to the next sequential field to process other cells. This was continued until 100 cells for each specimen had been analyzed.
The photomicrographs of Figure  11 were obtained by exposure of film in the image plane of the television vidicon.
These (2) (9) and some of the included descriptions follow his 4 1 0 notation.
Each chain code element is indicated by a1, 5 1 1 i = 1,2,3 n. Each a1 is an integer from 0 to 7. 6 0 -1 Also, each element has a length of 1 for even a, and 7 1 -1 Given an initialy value, Y,,, this relationship is used according to equation 3 to find the area Fl enclosed by the chain code.
The second feature F2, shape (circularity), is then defined as: A change in the sign of the derivative mdicates the presence of a "spicule" or an "irregularity" in the boundary.
The number of times this occurred for chain code differences of -2 and -3 was taken as a measure of spicularity, F3. A change in direction with a difference of -1 was attributed to noise in the boundary definition. Figure  la and Table  II illustrate these derivative changes for an irregular contour. In this case there were four negative derivative changes with differences of -2 or -3. Note that changes of + 2 or + 3 are not counted since these are in the direction of "closing the contour"; i.e. , they are in the convex rather than concave direction. Only one directional change is needed to count each spicube.
The elongation feature, F4 , was a measure of the ratio of width to length for oblong cells. This was computed from the chain code by summing the number of each type of element 0 to 7, and combining 0 and 4, 1 and 5, 2 and 6, and 3 and 7. This assumes that there are only 4 orientations possible: then:
FIG.
3. Central pallor definition and measuremeat of feature F9 , the difference between the grey level at the edge ofthe cell and the center ofthe cell. Upper boundary for objects to be analyzed. Nonround objects, with areas greater than
Tl2 are rejected by the decision logic cells illustrated in Figure  5 . These three features are then re-evaluated to provide cell categories 5, 6, 7 and 8.
Referring back to Figure  4 , the central pallor tected. Figure  10 illustrates measurements of cell size and hemoglobin content in the decision space corresponding to Figure  9 , for 70 cell measurements, on a normal blood specimen.
In this case all of the cells in categories 1 and 10 to 14 fell in the normal range. An examination of Figure  11 substantiates these quantitative results. Figure  13 illustrates the measurement of hemoglobin and size on the cells from the specimen with intravascubar hemolysis. Figure  13a indicates the hemogbobin versus size scattergram from 200 sequentiably acquired cells from this specimen. Figure  5 . This illustrates the large numbers of very small red cell fragments, produced by this condition, which have been separated out from microcytes and spherocytes by the analysis. In Figure  13c , only classes 2, 3 and 4 are displayed in the appropriate decision space for round cells with no central pallor. Figure  13d illustrates the hemoglobin versus size space for round cells with central pallor. Classes 1 and 10 through 14 have been plotted in this space. Figure  14a , and classes 2, 3 and 4 in Figure  14b . SO., #{149} .00
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